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Abstract

This paper aims to introduce a new vehicle type classi-

fication scheme on the images from multi-view surveillance

camera. We propose four concepts to increase the perfor-

mance on the images which have various resolutions from

multi-view point. The Deep Learning method is essential

to multi-view point image, bagging method makes system

robust, data augmentation help to grow the classification

capability, and post-processing compensate for imbalanced

data. We combine these schemes and build a novel vehicle

type classification system. Our system shows 97.84% clas-

sification accuracy on the 103,833 images in classification

challenge dataset.

1. Introduction

Recently, pattern recognition and computer vision tech-

nology have been widely applied for safety and convenience

in our lives. The government has been building an infor-

mation system that monitors traffic like cars, motorcycles,

bicycles, and pedestrians. The cameras installed on urban

roads improve crime prevention and transportation capac-

ity. Accordingly, data analysis of traffic image is helpful for

police crime prevention and transportation investment. Tra-

ditional traffic surveillance systems consist of manually in-

specting video and attaching labels to the required frames,

but recent research automates these. Detecting objects of

interest on images and classifying the specific information

like vehicle type, moving direction, and unusual action can

be automatically processed. For these automatic processes,

the vehicle type classification is important, but it is diffi-

cult to classify traffic objects because many of the images

from camera have poor quality and various view points. Re-

cent development in pattern recognition, like deep neural

network has made successful progress in automatic image

recognition, and it is widely used in the surveillance video

system. But deep neural network needs much of image data,

and it is not easy to acquire enough data to train deep neural

network.

Fortunately, Traffic Surveillance Workshop and Chal-

lenge is offering large vehicle image dataset for surveil-

lance. This image dataset, called “classification challenge

dataset” [1] is divided into 11 categories. Each is articulated

truck, bicycle, bus, car, motorcycle, non-motorized vehicle,

pedestrian, pickup truck, single unit truck, work van, and

background. This data is offered for the challenge and the

goal of the classification challenge is to correctly label each

image.

The classification challenge dataset consists of 648,959

images acquired at different times by thousands of traffic

cameras deployed all over Canada and the United States.

519,164 images of them are for training and the others are

for testing. The number of images in each category is very

different and imbalanced. Table 1 shows the composition

of the training dataset. It reveals that background and car

classes are dominant. In contrast, bicycle, motorcycle, and

non-motorized vehicle are too deficient. This imbalanced

distribution makes it difficult to build a stable and robust

classification system.

This paper proposes a new vehicle type classification

scheme for the traffic surveillance system. The rest of this

paper is organized as follows. The related works are given

in Section 2. A new vehicle type classification method

is represented in Section 3. The experimental results are

conducted in Section 4. Finally, some conclusions will be

shown in Section 5.

2. Related works

Wang et al. [10] use HOG Descriptor and SVM classifier

for three-class vehicle type classification from surveillance

videos. Llorca et al. [7] also use HOG Descriptor and SVM

classifier for vehicle logo recognition in traffic images. The

logo location is roughly assumed from the license plate lo-

cation and sliding window method is employed. These stud-

ies tell us that HOG-SVM [3] is a good method for classifi-
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Figure 1. Overall architecture of the proposed approach.

Table 1. Composition of training dataset and ratio.

Category Number Ratio

Articulated truck 10,346 2.0%

Background 160,000 30.8%

Bicycle 2,284 0.4%

Bus 10,316 2.0%

Car 260,518 50.2%

Motorcycle 1,982 0.4%

Non-motorized vehicle 1,751 0.3%

Pedestrian 6,262 1.2%

Pickup truck 50,906 9.8%

Single unit truck 5,120 1.0%

Work van 9,679 1.9%

Total 519,164 100%

cation on fixed-view images of good quality .

Pearce and Pears [8] recognize the Make and Model

from frontal images of cars. They use Harris corner

strengths and naive Bayes classifier on recursive partitions

and get 96.0% accuracy. In spite of their good result, the

number of sample images just is as small as 262. Dong et

al. [4] classify vehicle types using a Convolutional Neural

Network on 9,850 high-resolution vehicle frontal-view im-

ages. Their performance is good, but the number of vehicle

type is just six.

Yang et al. [11] collects a large-scale dataset “Comp-

Cars”, that cover not only different car view, but also their

different internal and external parts. Firstly, they employ the

Overfeat model for find-grained model classification. They

examine classifications from different views and find that

rear side view is better than others. But the results from

other views, like “front”, “rear”, “side”, “front-side”, are

similar. The best performance is achieved by “All-View”

model, although it does not leverage the information of

viewpoints. This result is an example of the discrimina-

tive capability of CNN model from different views. Later

they report updated results that the classification accuracy

using GoogLeNet is 98.4%. Considering the number of out-

put classes, this performance is excellent. But note that the

quality of the input image is also good compared to classi-

fication challenge dataset.

3. Proposed method

To get a good vehicle type classification result from large

dataset like classification challenge dataset, we propose a

new system with four basic concepts, Deep Learning, Bag-

ging [2], Data Augmentation, Post-processing. The pro-

cessing diagram of the proposed approach is displayed in

Figure 1.

3.1. Deep learning

Previous works show that the deep learning methods rep-

resent good results for the image recognition of the various

viewpoints. Because classification challenge dataset is also

acquired from the different view and its size is very large,

it has a necessary condition to apply deep learning method.

So we adopted deep learning as a basic method.

The next consideration is which model is best for the

vehicle type problem. There are many deep learning mod-

els in the image classification field and each has its own

strength. We tested some famous models and a few simple
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Figure 2. Examples of original and augmented images

CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) models, and adopted

a middle size CNN model as a basic model.

3.2. Bagging

Classification challenge dataset has many images, but

class distribution is not fair. Small size class can be over-

whelmed by large class. To get a generalization capability,

we decided to utilize randomness in bagging. We randomly

sampled a half number from the training dataset and created

a new training dataset. We repeated the sampling process

and created many sampled training datasets with the same

number of different images. These datasets were used for

training each deep learning model, so we got many differ-

ent models with the same function.

3.3. Data augmentation

It is well known that data augmentation helps to increase

performance of machine learning model [9]. It is more help-

ful when training data size is not large. In our case the data

size gets to be a half of the origin by bagging, so data aug-

mentation would be a good helper.

There are many methods to create augmented image

from an original image. To make a process simple, we

considered only flip and rotation images. We believe that

other type augmentation would be helpful, but performance

increase would be saturated according to augmented data

size.

In relation to this subject, we considered to keep an as-

pect ratio of an image fixed without stretching the image.

When a rectangle image is rotated, the resulting image has

a black region in the corners because of the empty informa-

tion in the original image. Refer to third column in Figure 2.

This might cause the performance to decrease, an examina-

tion was implemented. It was expected that the black re-

gions from the augmented rotation image would not be a

problem if the original image also had black regions. We

trained each model with the stretched images and aspect ra-

tio keeping images separately, compared each result, and

found that there is no significant performance difference be-

tween two models. Figure 2 shows the examples of origi-

nal and augmented images. Rows are specific classes and

column are original, flip, rotation, aspect ratio fixed and

rotation of aspect ratio fixed images each. The left three

columns were used in our systems.

3.4. Postprocessing

The imbalanced data make it difficult that the class with

small numbers is classified rightly, and make the class with

large numbers dominant. We tried to dissolve this prob-

lem by imposing weights to some rare classes. Our bagging

system has many models and consequently outputs many

results for a single input image. The voting process is nec-

essary and it is natural to have case with same votes. In this

case, class priority is necessary. We tested three priorities

and found that it was better to classify it to be a rare class

when the same votes.

Moreover, even if the voting number was different, we

found that we got a better result when we imposed weight

to rare classes. We expected that the rare class would be less

selected by the trained model because of the lack of training

data. Error distribution on the verification data shows that

the error rate of rare class is apt to be more than that of

frequent class. So we examined the error rate of each class

and added weights to the voting system in proportion to the

error rate and the number of basic models. The detailed

equation about weights is like this.

wi = c
ei∑
ei
Nm, (1)

where wi means weight of i-class, Nm is the number of

basic model, ei is an error rate of each class, and c is a con-

stant multiplier defined heuristically. Each weight is added

during voting.

4. Experimental results

As the traditional way, we splited classification chal-

lenge dataset into two parts for training and verifying with

a ratio of 4 vs 1. Splinting was implemented periodically

so every fifth images were regarded as verification images

and others as training images. Although we know that Nth

folding way is recommended, we just examined one training

dataset because it takes a long time to train a deep learning
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Figure 3. Error rates of various deep learning models on verifica-

tion dataset

model. We believe that large data size and bagging system

would reduce the problem from this.

First, we examined some famous deep learning models

and our own CNN models. To reduce the examining time,

it was implemented on not sampling dataset, but a total

training dataset. We used CNTK of Microsoft [12] for the

deep learning library. We tested AlexNet [6], ResNet20 and

ResNet50 [5] in CNTK Examples [12] by adapting some

parameters if necessary. A middle size CNN and a large size

CNN were created by stacking some convolution layers and

max pooling layer repeatedly by ours. Figure 3 shows the

results of basic models examinations. From Figure 3, we

have known that there is a little difference in performance

between deep learning models, and the difference decrease

if augmented data is added. Despite a large size CNN had

the best result, we chose a middle size CNN model as a

basic model because bagging system needed many models

and the training time was critical to build the system. In our

experiment, a large size CNN system takes 11 times more

than a middle CNN system to be trained. In addition, the

performance is similar on augmented dataset.

Next, we considered how to sample data from training

data. Because the distribution of each class was imbalanced,

we expected that if the sampling data was more balanced

than original data by appropriate manipulation during sam-

pling, it would give rise to good effect to the final result.

To check this, we sampled data with random, with the same

number of class, and in proportion to the number of class.

As our experiment, the performance of bagging system had

little relation to sampling methods and strong relation to the

sampling number on the dataset, so we adopt random sam-

pling method. Table 2 shows the structure of a middle size

CNN, which has 3,816,299 parameters. A large size CNN

has the same structure, but four times filter size.

We sampled a half number from training set randomly

and created sampling datasets repeatedly to 21 sets. We

added the augmented data like flip, clockwise, and anti-

Table 2. Structure of a middle size CNN. It takes 128 × 128 × 3

images as input.

Type Filters Size/Stride Output

Convolutional 16 3× 3 128× 128

Maxpool 2× 2/2 64× 64

Convolutional 32 3× 3 64× 64

Convolutional 32 3× 3 64× 64

Maxpool 2× 2/2 32× 32

Convolutional 64 3× 3 32× 32

Convolutional 64 3× 3 32× 32

Convolutional 64 3× 3 32× 32

Maxpool 2× 2/2 16× 16

Convolutional 128 3× 3 16× 16

Convolutional 128 3× 3 16× 16

Convolutional 128 3× 3 16× 16

Convolutional 128 3× 3 16× 16

Maxpool 2× 2/2 8× 8

Convolutional 256 3× 3 8× 8

Convolutional 256 3× 3 8× 8

Convolutional 256 3× 3 8× 8

Convolutional 256 3× 3 8× 8

Convolutional 256 3× 3 8× 8

Maxpool 2× 2/2 64× 64

Dense(Dropout) Global 128

Dense(Dropout) Global 64

Linear Global 11

Table 3. Performances of basic CNN models trained on the dif-

ferent sampling dataset. Each dataset is augmented with flip and

rotations

Sampling Models Training Error Verification Error

Model 1 0.13% 2.82%

Model 2 0.13% 2.78%

Model 3 0.13% 2.80%

Model 4 0.12% 2.77%

Model 5 0.15% 2.82%

Model 6 0.13% 2.83%

Model 7 0.12% 2.85%

clockwise rotation to each one and trained 21 middle size

CNNs on these augmented sampling datasets. Table 3

shows the training and verification errors of some basic

CNN models on sampling datasets which are augmented

with flip and rotations. The performances are similar to that

of full training dataset, and the difference in verification er-

ror rate is just about 0.3%. In other words, thanks to the

augmentation, the performance decreases just 0.3% even if

a half of data is not used.

We combined the basic models results by maximum vot-
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Figure 4. Error rates according to voting policy

Figure 5. Error rates according to the number of basic models.

ing policy and inspected the performance according to the

number of results. There are a few things to consider when

voting. First, which class should be selected when the vot-

ing results are same. Second, how many basic models are

necessary to get to best performance. Third, is it necessary

to use the augmented image when test phase. Finally, is

post-processing useful.

We examined all, and got the results like Figure 4, Fig-

ure 5 and Figure 6. Figure 4 shows that it is better to clas-

sify as an rare class when voting results are same. In Fig-

ure 5, x-axis represents the number of basic models and y-

axis represents error rate. Each line represents the result

where the different testing dataset is used. ‘o’, ‘f’, ‘r10’,

‘r20’, and ‘r30’ means original, flip, 10◦ rotation, 20◦ rota-

tion, and 30◦ rotation dataset each. The graph shows that

the performance increase by adding results from different

basic models, but saturate slowly after 10. Also the per-

formance increase by adding the augmented testing data to

rotation 20◦, and decrease to rotation 30◦. In Figure 6, x-

axis represents the constant multiplier c in (1), and y-axis

represents error rate. We added weights from (1) to voting

results to compensate the model for imbalanced data. In

Figure 6, zero-value in x-axis means no weight is added to

Figure 6. Error rate according to post-processing

Table 4. Classification performances of four deep learning models

on the verification dataset. Each model is trained on the augmented

dataset.

Models Accuracy
Mean

Recall

Mean

Precision

Cohen

Cappa

AlexNet 0.9731 0.8983 0.9167 0.9581

ResNet50 0.9752 0.9057 0.9245 0.9612

Large CNN 0.9760 0.9093 0.9341 0.9625

Proposed 0.9784 0.9135 0.9384 0.9663

voting results. It shows that performance can be increased

if proper weight is reflected during voting.

From these we can know that 1) rare class would be bet-

ter when the voting values are same, 2) more than 10 ba-

sic models are recommanded, 3) it is better to use the aug-

mented testing image to some extent, and 4) post-processing

can be useful.

Finally, we got 97.84% classification accuracy, 91.35%

mean recall, 93.84% mean precision, and 96.63% Cohen

Kappa Score on verification data. The performance com-

parison with other deep learning models are shown in Ta-

ble 4. Although all models achieve very high performances

for this task, the proposed system is the highest. Failed im-

ages to classify are shown in Figure 7. The images in each

row belong to the same ground truth, but are predicted as

other classes in our system. It reveals that some classes are

hard to classify. Articulated trucks are similar to single unit

trucks. Backgrounds contain a part of car. Some single unit

trucks are confused with pickup trucks. Specially images

in the pedestrian class, classified as bicycles by our system,

are almost similar to that of bicycle class.

5. Conclusions

A novel vehicle type classification scheme for multi view

surveillance image has been proposed in this paper. We

propose four schemes to get high performance in the ve-
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Figure 7. Images that fail to classify on the verification dataset

hicle classification. Deep learning is indispensable in the

case of the multi view point, but powerful deep learning

model is not absolutely necessary. Bagging system helps to

be a robust system. Data augmentation increases the per-

formance of the basic model in the bagging system. And

post-processing can compensate for imbalanced data dis-

tribution. A vehicle type classification system created by

combining these schemes has shown good performance for

classification challenge dataset. In the future, more intelli-

gent policy on sampling data and selecting the basic model

in the bagging system will be developed.
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